Abstract: FPGA-Based Embedded systems have a strong impact in everyday life, these systems must be reliable, and their specifications and design should be clear, understandable and must follow specific rules. Therefore, because of these requirements, the method of formal development Event-B based on theories delivered by the Rodin tool-set gives not only a good emphasizing of both static and dynamic aspects for this kind of systems but also a powerful insurance and the guarantee of their accuracy with respect to issues of safety and security by the creation of theories that cover all properties of a system. In this paper we illustrate this concept by modelling NoCs, colored graphs and VHDL language. Thus all these last theories are deployed, discharged and used in Event-B models to represent and enhance the performance of this self-organization reliability solution for the wireless sensors network of NoC-based system.
INTRODUCTION
The need for high performance, available and reliable embedded systems has made computing systems increasingly complex. Faced with such complexity, to design an FPGA-based embedded system project with only one language has still insufficient. Verification is a used to demonstrate whether the functionality of the project under development is in accordance with their specification or not [1] , the most popular types of verification are the formal, functional and hybrid verification. According to [1, 2] , around 70% of the resources employed in a hardware design are used in the functional verification step [1] .
The ultimate functional techniques designed to validate the implementation of embedded solutions such as multiprocessor systems on a chip (MPSoC), which have the advantage not only dependability but also more gain of implementation time for the system. Having this work is to start to improve (in terms of reduced time and reliability), the validation phase of a high-level design of a MPSOC system based on NOC network architecture by providing a satisfiable result for the VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language)code generation.
The exploited Formal methods refer to the mathematical techniques employed for the specification, the development and the verification of software and hardware systems [3] in an incremental fashion where each intermediate step is verified. Formal methods lead to deeper understanding and higher consistency of specification and design than informal or semi-formal methods. In order to manage system complexity, abstraction and refinement are key methods for structuring the formal modelling effort since they support separation of concerns and layered reasoning. Event-B [4] is a formal method based on the B method [5] that has a good industrial strength and covered by the Rodin platform [6] which provides a toolset to carry out of specifications, refinements and proofs in Event-B. It based on set theory that allows precise system descriptions to be written in an abstract way (models). Manipulating various tools of the famous Rodin platform called with the fundamental formalism Event-B where the refinement mechanism pulling as a major criterion of selection also based on the notion of theory (theory Plug-in) to express NoC desired properties that represent the VHDL code behavior of this kind of systems. Rodin proposes for the user a reactive modelling environment to link models, proof obligations and their corresponding proofs. Since proofs are important to the modelling activity, Rodin provides a proof infrastructure that is extensible with external provers (e.g., Atelier-B provers [7, 8] ) that can also be used in conjunction with the Rodin internal prover. Every model contains theories in form of different types (integers, sets, relations, functions …), so when systems require additional mathematical structures (e.g: lists, trees, http://dx.doi.org/10.12785/ijcds/050207
http://journals.uob.edu.bh graphs, reals) which might defined axiomatically in models, where no polymorphism is supported, no direct provers extension is possible and also the definitions and proof rules are not ensured, this case leads to a new extension of modelling using theory plug-in (in form of polymorphic) which allows users to define new mathematical operators and data types, add proof rules to Rodin prover (interactive rules added to automated tactics) and generate soundness POs for new definitions and proof rules.
This work is a presentation of the Event-B and the Rodin tool and their presence for the validation of systems, later network on chip technology and its use in a wireless network is explored. And the presented formal verification with Event-B of this NoC-based architecture using the properties of the different theories deployed. Our goal in this article is to show the power of the theories in a form of polymorphic [9, 10, 11, 12] for the formal verification of NoC-based Wireless sensors network (WSNoC) system by proposing set of basic theories according to the requirements of this kind of systems. Following the cycle of formal validation for this architecture (a particular type of NoC), first a theory that covers most of the commune properties of NoC after its formal validation was performed [13, 14] ,then it started to prepare an extended theory for the well running of the self-recovering and especially the exchange of data during a software failure inside the nodes and this lead us to generalize a theory validated strategy for adaptation of Wireless Sensors Network of NoC in the step that follows it still have to check every possible scenarios for the selfadaptation of this system, however simulations for these sketches will not give us an exhaustive audit of all properties even formal verification that check this strategy where every node is separately manage its situation which means that these verifications without checking the network properties still incomplete, so when the network could be represented as a graph then it is obvious to extend the theory of graphs produced by J.R Abrial [15, 16] into a colored graph theory to animate and increase the complexity verifying the reconfiguration strategy for the failure nodes inside a network. In the final phase, and after verifying all the properties for this architecture, it can be represented with carrying about its VHDL behaviour using VHDL theory, so this work that formal verification based on theory gives us a rich verification that affects all the feasible scenarios for our system following different axis and in a methodological way.
This paper is organized as follows: Section.3 Explains the Event-B theory and its use during modelling on Rodin, the section 4 presents the formalization of NoC systems into a theory using Event-B, when in section 5 presents the wireless sensors network of NoC as a created theory, then in the section 6 shows the colored graph theory and the theory of closure after that the section 7. Presents the VHDL theory and it shows the benefit of creating it by giving the similarities between some Event-B syntax and the real VHDL code and After All that we enrich our paper by the deployment of a case study that combined all this theories to check all the Wireless sensors network of NoC as showing in the section 8 to finally get to the Section 9 that concludes this paper along with the future work.
RELATED WORKS
This section introduces some current works that had a relation with the verification of embedded systems in general, and then specify a brief study for the projects issued with our particular wireless network systems.
In the aim of catching up with the embedded systems components complexity, the ESL (Embedded System Level) tools [17] have emerged for the reason of improving the level of abstraction of hardware developments (simulate a design at Transaction Level Modeling to synthesize hardware architecture directly from a Register Transfer Level description). This approach have been first proposed in the model [18] , generalized by the Model Driven Development approach and standardized by the Model Driven Architecture OMG"s standard. Moreover, in order to allow faster design, system under study must be modeled and validated at several levels of abstraction [19] . There are no real conditions about the required abstraction levels even if there are some efforts to define and standardize it [20] .
More of challenges are appeared according to POOSL analysis based on simulation where the results are estimation results. To this reason, a transformation from a POOSL model of a motion control system into an UPPAAL model to enable formal verification [21] .The next step is covered by showing that worst-case latencies and functional behavior can indeed be verified with the obtained UPPAAL model. Also by proposing a method for recording time (clock value) such that estimated worst-case (best-case) latencies can be obtained with UPPAAL simulator and then be used as a starting point for determining the exact worst-case (best-case) latencies by UPPAAL verification. This work experiments show that the performance results verified with UPPAAL match the estimation results obtained from the POOSL model.
While expressivity is needed for mastering heterogeneity and complexity about system correctness and performance at design time of embedded systems. BIP is currently equipped with a series of highly http://journals.uob.edu.bh expressive runtime verification and simulation engines. While those facilities cannot be used to assess the overall correctness of any entire system, SBIP the stochastic extension of the BIP formalism and toolset allows specifying systems with both non-deterministic and stochastic aspects. However, the semantics of such systems will be purely stochastic behavior it must be added to atomic components in BIP by randomizing individual transitions. Indeed, it suffices to randomize the assignments of variables, which can be practically done in the C functions used on transition. Hence, from the user point of view, dealing with SBIP is as easy as dealing with BIP.
A team work [22] concerns a clock synchronization protocol running within a distributed heterogeneous communication system (HCS) To verify such property, a stochastic model was built in SBIP implementation toolset, this model is composed by two deterministic components namely Master, Slave and two communication channels.
In our particular system Self-recovering or selfreconfiguration is one important factor during the communication inside a network of sensors. Many works focused on this strategy by attribute some consideration of the functional verification of the routing algorithms using ESL tools [23, 24] . Besides those works, UML(Unified Modeling Language) and especially MARTE( Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded systems ) is used to analyze the three-axis classification scheme that used to classify a reconfigurable approach by the community [21] : mainly where (reconfiguration can either be exoreconfigurable which is initiated and controlled by an external source for example the FPGA co-processor on a PCI bus, or endo-reconfiguration in this case the FPGA itself loads the configuration and reconfigures itself such as a hard/soft processor manages the reconfiguration) when (The reconfiguration can be either dynamic which is carried out on the fly when the FPGA is active and running and can be directed by the application and offers flexibility advantages for systems or static which requires the FPGA to be inactive) and how (reconfiguration can be either full which completely reconfigures the whole area of an FPGA where a full device bitstream is transmitted over a communication channel, or partial reconfiguration concerns only a region or regions of FPGA while the remaining portions continue their normal execution)the reconfiguration takes place.
Always taking a target of formal verification for the recovering networks starting by projects propose new rules using formal methods such as using Switches algebra [25] . All these previous works miss the details during the coverage of embedded systems properties and constraints, when Event-B uses refinement more as a technique to structure complex proofs, focusing less on preserving correctness along a sequence of models. Therefore it must mentioned that some current works used Rodin tool-set to formalize the different actions inside this self-recovering network [26] when others try to use Event-B models that express their way of interpreting some properties for common theories (graph theory, probabilistic theories..) to validate the distributed systems [27, 28, 29] .
These precedent works always unlike our formal approach that do care about the architecture and the services delivered by an embedded system with the way of running for this application even the constraint of programming language and depend on the power of proposed theories and the proven polymorphic to guarantee the right preservation of all proofs for any embedded system and especially the wireless sensors networks of NoC, this kind of distributed systems lead us to use the closure theory to check all the graph properties then to ensure the multi-reconfiguration of the faulty nodes we introduced colored graph theory rules combined with the NoC theory and the WNoC theory to cover the strategy of reconfiguration inside the wireless network of a set of NoC-based switches , the final step is to carry out about the runtime application by adding the VHDL theory to finalize the cycle for the validated implementation of this embedded system using Event-B theories.
THEORY-BASED MODELLING IN EVENT-B
Models in Event-B are specified by means of contexts (static properties of a model) and machines (dynamic properties of a model) and during the modelling of every system, the main benefit in this work is the use of models from theories already validated to reduce the time in the formal specification of any given system . taking as target the NoC system after n-level of verified models, a theory (a new kind of Event-B component) is defined independently of any particular models. A theory component has a name, a list of global type parameters (global to the theory), and an arbitrary number of definitions and rules:
The Theory plug-in provides a mechanism to extend the Event-B mathematical language as well as the prover. The main purpose of this new feature was to validate systems with a way to extend the standard Event-B mathematical language by supporting operators, basic predicates and algebraic types. Along with these additional notations, it can also define new proof rules (proof extensions).
A theory is used to hold mathematical extensions: data types, direct, recursive and axiomatic definitions of operators, and proof extensions polymorphic theorems, rewrite and inference rules. Theories are a helpful basis for the static checking and proof obligation generation which ensure that no compromise for the existing infrastructure of modelling, proof and any contributed extensions. In essence, the theory plug-in provides a systematic platform for defining, validating of the wellcreation of embedded systems. This work proposes to validate the wireless sensors network using the graph theory to handle this kind of distributed system (Figure1). Since this network is composed of set of NoC-based switches, we introduce the NoC theory but the failure may appear inside the wireless network so it is clear to propose a new strategy for recovering the set of faulty nodes in form of theory and to handle and manage the complexity of the multi-failure of sensors using the colored graph theory, the final step is to ensure that all the properties for this embedded system will applied correctly in the application environment by combining these previous theories with the VHDL.
THE NOC THEORY DEFINITION IN EVENT-B
This section presents the formal development of the NoC Architecture. (Figure 2 ) Knowing that:
• The NoC architecture is usually a Mesh topology: boundary switches are connected to two or three neighbors, or even to four neighbors.
•
The role of a switch is to pass data packets between elements (routers) of a NoC architecture, each incoming packet is stored in an input register, the packets direction"s (whether N, E, S or W) policy is based on the rules of right priority policy.
• The Output Logic is made up of a semi crossbar, an out-put buffer and a finite state machine; those components are for routing the incoming packets according to the state of neighbors, storing packets if the output direction is occupy, even informing neighbors about the state of switch.
The XY routing algorithm defines by 2D coordinates: (xs ,ys ) for the source (s) and (xd ,yd ) for the destination (d) of a packet P: -
The packet (p) travels first along x dimension, until xs =xd. Then, the packet (p) travels along y dimension, until ys =yd.
If the packet (p) encounters elements unable to transmit data in x dimension, the routing temporary switches to y dimension. Every operation inside the NoC net is related to the input port and output port (represented by iop) of the nodes represented by portsNocand the buffers (represented by buffersNocfor the buffers and buffchnlNoctfor the buffers that used credit to send data) to store the data transmitted inside the net.
When it is about the set of process that every NoC network used it needs to explain firstly the set of following operators: Sent: to represent the source of transmitted data.
Receive: to represent the destination of transmitted data.
Forward: to represent the node that will transfer data for its destination.
Chanel: to represent the couple of nodes during the transmission of data.
Store: to represent the node that store transmitted data and the stored data.
Sizeplace: to represent the number of free places for the out port to transmit data.
Coord: to represent integer coordinate. Position: to represent the coordinates of two nodes in a closure.
Availableplace: to represent the maximum of free buffers inside the node.
Every node in the network net could do on of the following events:
A. Data sending When a source sends a packet (m), the packet is put in the network in an input port (ip) of the switch (s).
B. Credit-data receiving
A credit packet (crd) is received from an output port of switch (op), if there is an available place (places) in the buffer.
C. Data recieving
A packet is received by its destination, if the packet has reached the destination. 
D. Data forward
In the network, a packet (m) transits from a node (x) to another node (y), until it reached its destination (d). This passage is from the output logic (op) of switch to a channel (swithchcontrol).
E. Switch control
Models the passage of a packet (p), from an input port (ip) of a switch (x), to an output port (op) leading to a switch (y) if the switch (x) is not busy anymore, it sends a release signal to the previous switch linked to the input port.
When every node in the NoC net has four directions the Switch can control four cases to route incoming and out coming data these cases are explained as follow:
• Switch control left models Case 1: a packet (m) is transmitted, from an input port of a switch (x), to an output port, leading to a neighbour (y). This event is triggered if the x-coordinate of the destination (d) (of the packet(m)) is inferior to the x-coordinate of the current node (x).
• Switch control right models Case 2: a packet (m) is transmitted, from an input port of a switch (x), to an output port, leading to a neighbour (y). This event is triggered if the x-coordinate of the destination (d) (of the packet(m)) is superior to the x-coordinate of the current node (x).
• Switch control up models Case 3: a packet (m) is transmitted, from an input port of a switch (x), to an output port, leading to a neighbour (y). This event is triggered if the y-coordinate of the destination (d) (of the packet(m)) is superior to the y-coordinate of the current node (x), and either, if the x-coordinate of the destination (d) is equal to the x-coordinate of the current node (x), or if the packet (m) cannot transit along the x-axis.
• Switch control down models Case 4: a packet (m) is transmitted, from an input port of a switch (x), to an output port, leading to a neighbour (y). This event is triggered if the y-coordinate of the destination (d) (of the packet(m)) is inferior to the y-coordinate of the current node (x), and either, if the x-coordinate of the destination (d) is equal to the x-coordinate of the current node (x), or if the packet (m) cannot transit along the x-axis.
F. Data passage from a buffer to a chanel
The transition of a packet (m) from an output port (op), to a channel (ch) leading to a target switch (n).
G. Data passage from a chanel to a node
To transfer of a packet (m) from a channel (ch) to a connected switch (n).This transition of a packet (m) from a channel (ch) to an input port (ip) of a target switch (n). 
H. Disabling a link of a node
A disabled node (nd) is not allowed to communicate with its neighbours (failure, etc.) so this lead to remove its link (lnbg) form the closure of the network (gr).
I. Relink a node
The reconfiguration of the network is process where Disabled nodes are re-enabled: the links between them and their neighbours are restored, therefore allowing communications and packets transfers so this is meaning to add the link (lnbg) of the node (nd) to the closure of the network (gr).
THE WSNOC-BASED NETWORK IN EVENT-B
In the purpose of improving our approach for the implementation of systems using a formal verification, it is restricted in the creation of a very particular NoC system inspired from the model proposed [31] for a selfreconfigurable multi-node network, this net is composed of a set of self-organized wireless nodes. Each node is independent. This allows maintenance and operational reliability of the system in the case of failure. this network system is a system composed of several nodes which apply XY algorithm inside as described previously and communicate with each other through a communication channel, which can be a network, shared variables, messages, this allows us to consider our system like a distributed system which is often seen as a graph [32] , where the vertices are the nodes and the edges, direct communication links between them. The new data-type "state" is used to represent the state of every node. The next operators are used to clarify more the new theory that respects all the properties of reliabilities: WNocStat: to create a set of nodes with its state: ocpy: mentions that the node is occupied by sending or receiving data. free: mentions that node is not occupy. nodeState: this operator presents the state of specific node "nod". packet: to represent the new structure of data which contains a flag "flg" to specify the type of data in the case of node failure this flg will have the value 1.
So it can present this particular NoC using WirlessNoC theory definition like in follow:
A. Data sending
When a source Srcnod sends a packet (msg), the packet must have a value of 0 for the flg argument and the states of nodes Srcnod, Desnod must be changed with the value ocpy.
B. Data recieving
A packet is received by its destination, if the packet has reached the destination (node with a role equal to rcv Case 3 in predicate).This packet must have a value of 0 for the flg argument and the states of nodes Srcnod, Desnod must be changed with the value free.
C. Data forward
In the network, a packet (msg) transits from a node (Srcnod) to another node Desnod(node with a role equal to dst Case 2 in predicate).This packet must have a value of 0 for the flg argument and the state of the node Srcnod In the optimal case those last events could represent the communication between different nodes otherwise some nodes could be in failure state so they must inform the other nodes by sending a flagData with flg=1, (see Flag data sending).
D. Flag-data sending
In case of a node (Fnod ) Failure which can"t receive a packet (msg), the packet FlagData with a value of 1 for the flg argument is sent if the faulty node Fnode still be occupied ( value ocpy).
When the flag data is received (see Flag-data receiving), one of the healthy nodes take the mission of reconfiguration (see Config-data receiving) for the faulty nodes after checking these following rules: Every node is not a faulty node, has the material resources to implement IP node, has the Bitstream packet of configuration IP and do not be occupied by a priority.
E. Flag-data recieving
A packet (FlagData) is received by switch (Srcnod), if it is sending from a faulty node (Fnod).
F. Config-data sending
In the case of a node (Srcnod ) can check the rules of reconfiguration ability (described before) it send a configuration data (Bitstream) to the faulty node (Fnod).
G. Config-data recieving
THE COLORED GRAPHS THEORY IN EVENT-B
In the reason of managing nodes failures and the way of the self-recovering, the graph theory help to specify the Wireless reconfigurable WSNoC (Figure4) using algorithms of colored graph principals [33] that include a part from Closure theory [16, 17] , the closure theory as in follow composed of operator cls and have so many properties of graph such as composition of sub-closures an transitivity:
• The colouring graph algorithms [32, 33] can be used to control a set of nodes: There may be two nodes that have the same job but two adjacent nodes cannot even fix the failed node at the same time [31] .
• Math extension is a standard library provides the closure [16, 17] as a theory which is almost similar to our Wireless NoC architecture but need to add the colouring rules in the context to cover all courant proprieties of our Graph Theory. During the refinement events which are for the Application variables represented by a graph theory and their Execution environment variables must be handled in the same model by introducing the VHDL theory that could be used in every event Model as new VHDL variables represented with Event-B. So the coloration will cover all possible state for the events that nodes can do.
So any node that cannot send and receive data can be labelled with Blue ,Yellow, Green , Red and uncoloured even managed the multi-failure of nodes that overpass more than 4 nodes by counting it as node in waiting list to be in the next colored due to the available colour.
A. Flag-data sending
In case of a node (Fnod) Failure which can"t receive a packet it must colore the node that sends a FlagData with red.
B. Config-data sending
Bitstream-packet (Bitstream) is received by a faulty switch (Fnod), if it is sending from a reorganizer IP (Rfcgnod) in the buffer, then for that reason both nodes Fnod and Rcfgnod must be uncolored.
THE VHDL THEORY IN EVENT-B
The Theory VHDL_th used during this SelfOrganized network Modelling is composed of an Entity and a set of architectures that contains a set of variables, the entity contains ports in direction in out or in_out, from that two operators are created (arch_decl and ports_decl) when one had a data type parameter (pio), in this VHDL case study, we had std_logic and the std_logic_vectors signals, the last one must have new theory could be used in the VHDL_th, it is a similar structure of array presented in [34] . The variable in VHDL must have a type and in this structure for example the integer type is represented like an operator and ensure that couldn"t be over int_max= and every operation that use that kind of variable must never overflow that value so the Proof obligation will ensure the non-overflow error for integer variables in the VHDL code. During the modelling of our VHDL theory that it will introduce into the Event-B model the set of operations created in our new theories and taking some cases like VHDL operations (+,*,-, /), or the assignment of variables in VHDL, also some proofs had to be discharged during this WSNoC modelling will be a good start for the code generation after ensuring the well definition of all the system.
THEORIES DEPLOYEMENT AND VHDL CODE

GENERATION
In the main of verifying the well-function of this kind of wireless network three theories are proposed to be used as basic to model the WSNoC network. These models were created by combining those theories (Well explained in the three previously sections): the colored graph theory, The NoC theory, theWSNoC theory. Then the present section leads us to validate also this behaviour is described in VHDL structure using VHDL theory already introduced before.
After modelling this system by combining these theories it obtains discharged interactive proofs so it can clearly say the strategy of modeling is enhanced. To check this system starting with the graph theory that represent the distributed system of NoC and then we collect it to the set of colored graphs properties to validate the management of the reconfiguration strategy for NoC wireless sensor network and finalizing our work by including VHDL theory to get a formal validation of VHDL behavior of our system.
Beginning always with the NoC theory the node can send, receive and forward packets some POs in this theory are discharged manually ( Figure 6 ) but the most of rules related for the NoC system are convenant for the Rodin prover and by the result the NoC properties could be applied. According to the NoC theory a node can process inside a network of NoC-based switches applying all the graph properties using the closure theory, in this level the number of manual discharged POs are increasing due to the complexity of network properties combined with the NoC properties (Figure 7. ). The NoC-based network may become into the failure state, so the coloration theory (extended from Closure theory) manage the failure zone (a number of faulty nodes) and colored it by the four available colors or adding to a pending list to be colored, here the number of manual Discharged POs still big according to the new strategy of handling a failure (Figure 8.) . The WNoC theory express the emission of the reconfiguration data to reconfig_node and receiving bistream and forward packets till a faulty node returns to the initial state and the system with its all nodes are correct, it still have to color the failed nodes that are waiting to be recovered, the POs are all proved automatically which means that the coloring rules and NoC properties that are introduced previously made the system more suitable ( Figure 9. ). After checking all the functionalities of the WSNoC net by three grand theories to represent the properties of reconfiguration strategy, Network properties and the WSNoC architecture it last now to interpret this properties onto VHDL behaviour using the VHDL theory.
As it explains in the previous sections every events that represent an action for the WNoC network must be enriched with VHDL behaviour as follow: In the ordinary case the data datatoroute must be sent from the input buffer buffer_in to the out port bus outportsbus this data must be transmitted from a node to another until it reach its destination and stored this received data from the input data bus inportbus into the buffer buffer_in.
Whereas nodes could have some fails during this process of exchanging data so it claimed that it had already a fail state in this Wireless sensors Network of NoC system and it handled this case by making a kind of reconfiguration protocol starting by adding a flag bit in the structure of every exchanging data. If this bit equals to 1 the data considered as a Fail_Data after that the node receive this data and considers its neighbours a faulty node, also this faulty node should change the value of the occ_rqst_ out to "1111" to do not receive any other data except the bitstream data it has sent by a node of reconfiguration just to make the faulty node re-change the value of occ_rqst_vect to "0000". ∀Datatoroute,bufferin, BitstreamV,Fail_data, max_buff,outportbus, inportbus,occ_rqst_vect_out• Max_buff∈Vhdl_int∧max_buff= 0 ∧ Datatoroute∈archdecl(std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧ BitstreamV∈archdecl(std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧ Fail_data∈archdecl(std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧ bufferin∈archdecl(std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧ inportbus∈portdecl(in,std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧ outportbus∈portdecl(out,std_logic_vector(max_buff)) ∧Occ_rqst_vect_out∈portdecl(out,std_logic_vector(4)) )⇒ After combining all theories to express the properties of this system, VHDL variables are introduced to represented the VHDL behavior of this system and it"s clear that all POs are automatically discharged which means that the systems is ready to the code generation step (Figure 9. ). After checking formally about all the properties of the wireless sensors network of NoC system and when this phase is certainly validated the formal interpretation based on theories is just made to generate VHDL code representing all architectural properties and the result of realized code after the validation of wireless sensors network NoC, however we did a little demonstration where the implementation of the reconfiguration strategy will be presented by the creation of a node in a state without any failure Faulty-node and sending and receives data with the value of the flag bit is 0 (Figure12 case of a), another node type is the one that contains a software failure so it sends a fail_Data where the Flag bit is 1 to its neighbours 
CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the key role played by formal modelling and verification in embedded systems design taking systems based on Network-on-chips (NoC) which is considered as the next generation of communication infrastructure in embedded systems. Modelling may be used at all stages of the development process from requirements analysis to system acceptance testing delivered by Xilinx Environment. In order to manage this system complexity, abstraction and refinement are key methods for structuring the formal modelling effort since they support separation of concerns and layered reasoning. The key features of Event-B are the use of set theory as a modelling notation, the use of refinement to represent systems at different levels and the use of mathematical proof to verify the consistency between refinement levels. Core Rodin supports rich mathematical theories in form of different types (integers, sets, relations, functions …), but many problems require additional mathematical structures (e.g., lists, trees, graphs, reals), these structures could be defined axiomatically (as an Event-B context), but polymorphism is not supported and no direct way to extend the provers of Rodin also no direct support for ensuring soundness of new operator definitions and proof rules , this lead to a new extension of modelling using theory plug-in which allows users to define new mathematical operators and data types, add proof rules to Rodin prover (Rules may be used interactively to be added to automated tactics) and generate soundness POs for new definitions and proof rules.
This formal validation based on theory using the Event-B theory plug-in tool give us a powerful auditing and generic covering for embedded systems. The generation of theories that care about NoC, the WSNoC and the colored graph theory separately allows us to generalize a kind of extending types that can be used and modify as necessary due to the environment where the system will be applied. Among the uses of these theories is the possibility of generating the VHDL behaviour for such a system based on the theory VHDL. However it still have to check the correct passage strategies given during software and hardware failure for nodes in the network and how a node can detect a failure, formal validation based on theory for these points give us a global view possible scenarios for achieving a selfadaptive wireless sensors network of NoC.
